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UNEXPECTED 
 STYLE

Kelly Wearstler is an American designer and founder of Kelly Wearstler Interior
Design firm which started in the mid-1990s, serving mainly the hotel industry,
and now designs across high-end residential, commercial, retail and hospitality
spaces. Her designs for the Viceroy hotel chain in the early 2000s have been
noted for their influence on the design industry. She has designed properties
for clients such as Gwen Stefani, Cameron Diaz and Stacey Snider, and served
as a judge on all episodes of Bravo's Top Design reality contest in 2007 and
2008. Wearstler has released five books, and her first, Modern Glamour: The Art
of Unexpected Style, and more! was named a best seller by the Los Angeles
Times in 2006. Other publications include Domicilium Decoratus and her most
recent, Evocative Style in 2019.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

UNEXPECTED STYLE 

Kelly Wearstler is an American designer and founder of Kelly Wearstler Interior
Design firm, known all over the world for her unique and eclectic style sheet
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Coverings the largest international tile and stone exhibition and conference in
North America, has released a sneak peek of new tile and stone products,
along with a select preview of installation materials, tools and technology
products, that will be showcased at Coverings 2023, taking place April 18-21,
2023, at the Orange County Convention Center, in Orlando, Florida. “After
more than 30 years, Coverings continues to be the preeminent event for the
global ceramic tile and natural stone industry as well as the pinnacle for
product innovations and trends,” said Jennifer Hoff, president of Taffy Event
Strategies, the show management company for Coverings. 

 

Here’s a sneak-peak of the new tile and stone products that will be
showcased at Coverings 2023!
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https://www.salonemilano.it/en


The SCATTO restaurant was designed to be a contemporary space that
celebrates and enhances culinary art, drawing inspiration from photography for
the language of its architecture and interior design–hence the name of the
venue, which literally translates into “photograph” or “snap”. In material and
visual continuity with the new Gallerie d’Italia museum, the SCATTO project
puts light front and center: by using a blend of reflective materials, like steel
and mirrored glass, and opaque options like wood, light transforms the
perception of spaces by balancing more visible and more secluded areas. 
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lamatilde studio has signed an important project in the city of Turin, designing
The SCATTO restaurant
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